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The Curious Case of JMC History Textbooks

By Wm. David Sloan ©

Wm. David Sloan, a professor emeritus from the University of Alabama, is the author/
editor of a number of books and is a recipient of the American Journalism Historians
Association’s Kobre Award for lifetime achievement.

© 2016. The author owns the copyright to this essay.

A strange thing has happened with JMC historytext books over the last several years. While thenum ber of schools offering JMC history courses hasde clined, the number of textbooks has increased. To try to find a niche for their books, authorsand publishers have tried a variety of approaches.We have textbooks that use primary sources, andothers that rely completely on secondary sources.We have some that are chronological in structure,and others that include only topical essays. A few that are thick, andothers that are thin. Some written by historians, and a few by dabblingJacks-of-all-trades.Add to that the fact that the college textbook market is undergoingsignificant changes, and the case becomes almost chaotic. In fact, it isnot unlikely that textbooks as they have existed for more than a centu-ry will have disappeared within a decade. The reason for the increase in the number of textbook titles ismainly that computer technology and digital printing have made it eas-ier to publish books than ever before. Of course, the fact that a book canbe produced cheaply does not mean that anyone will buy it. The only
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people who have adopted some textbooks are their authors.At the same time that we’ve seen a proliferation of titles, the num-ber of copies that publishers sell is going down. Used books in campusstores, Internet used sales, rental copies — all these factors have takena huge bite out of the publishers’ market. So declining sales of newcopies of textbooks, especially in markets that are small, such as JMChistory, make publishing books a hit-and-miss affair. Used and rental copies have also been greatly responsible for thespiraling costs of books, and higher costs have affected textbook use. Inpart because of costs, some course instructors are abandoning text-books and creating their own course packets. A few of our better histo-rians were doing that years ago. Now, though, even young instructorswho have only dabbled in history are not timid about jerry-riggingpackets. The paradoxical situation thus is that some of the instructorswho are least qualified are the ones who are creating packets.Good historians know that teaching history is not simple and thatit is difficult to put together a course packet of material that does anade quate job. In general history, for example, where nearly every teach -er is trained in history, one rarely finds course packets substituting fortextbooks. In JMC history, on the other hand, the old maxim that “Ignor -ance is bliss” means that quite a number of dabbling teachers are happyin their work.The situation makes especially pertinent the question of what weshould expect in JMC history textbooks (and course packets, for thatmatter). — Here I must give a disclaimer: I’ve written and edited several

textbooks. What I have to say about textbook expectations reflects myapproach to them.My personal philosophy is that textbooks must be true to historyand to the historian’s craft. Fortunately — and I hope for that reason —a few of mine have done tolerably well. To answer the question aboutwhat textbooks should do, though, let’s look at it from the perspective
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of students.We historians automatically assume that the study of history isvaluable. If, however, students are to gain the full value of studying his-tory, it must be studied properly. Let’s make a brief review of how goodhistorians do their job — and of how students are affected by how welltheir textbook authors do it.Imagine that one wishes to come to the best understanding possi-ble of how, for example, journalists in a former time approached theirprofession. What would be the best way to gain such an understanding?Let’s draw an analogy.Imagine that, rather than wanting to understand the past, studentswanted to come to a full knowledge of a place they have never been, afar country. The best way to do that would be to go there and spend asmuch time as one needed getting to know the country and its people. Ifone were unable to travel there, the next best thing would be to talk byphone to the people, read emails or letters from them, watch televisionprograms they have produced about themselves, read their magazinesand newspapers and blogs, and examine any other material or recordsthey have created. Such items are known, in historical terminology, asprimary sources.If we wanted to understand the past in its truest sense, we woulddo the same thing. Obviously, we couldn’t physically travel to the past— but we could examine the records that people have left. We couldattempt to learn all that is possible to know about life at a specific timeand place in the past. We could try to become so thoroughly familiarwith them that we might have the sense that we had actually lived thenand there. If one did that, s/he would be a historian.Let’s take another look at the study of history but from a differentperspective. Assume that over a semester the demands of the classesstudents are taking absorb all their time and they are not be able to dothe work of a career historian — yet in those circumstances their
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teacher still would want them to gain a true understanding of the past.If students cannot do the work of the historian, the next best thing is tohave a good historian doing the work and then sharing it with them.We would expect the textbook author to perform according to cer-tain fundamental principles. We would want our author to be free ofideological and other bias. We would expect that s/he have a true ap -preciation of the people of the past and be interested in them on theirown terms. We would not want the author, for example, evaluatingjournalists of 1800 according to rules of journalistic conduct that onlydeveloped later — rules that may be appropriate for today but that didnot exist two centuries ago. (That error sometimes shows up in text-books and is known as present-mindedness.) We also would want ourauthor to be judicious in dealing with historical material and fair-mind-ed in dealing with people. If we could get an author who would do allthose things and would be rigorous and thorough besides, we probablywould have confidence in what s/he told students, for good historymust reflect the fundamental fairness of the historian who created it.That being the case, we still can ask, What processes should we ex -pect textbook authors to undertake when producing an account of thepast?In its simplest form, the question can be answered in four words:(1) understanding, (2) sources, (3) extrapolation, and (4) explanation.First, a historian (and, by extension, a textbook author) must gain abasic understanding of the subject at hand from what others have saidabout it or from materials available about it. In most cases, this learn-ing stage involves a consideration of historiography.Second, an adequate selection of pertinent sources relating to thesubject must be located, collected, and evaluated. This phase of the his-torical process in volves gaining an appreciation of and an ability to ana-lyze the various types of sources that are applicable to the inquiry.Third, meaning must be extrapolated from those sources. Extrapo -
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lation might involve probes into contextual matters or an unraveling ofdetails of content. Historians — and again, by extension, textbook au -thors — might also use a variety of interpretations or theoretical per-spectives to see if, without bending the facts, their own account can beilluminated by them.Finally, historians must explain the material they have collectedand examined. They perform this task by addressing certain proposi-tions — causation, generalization, interpretation, and the establishingof significance. In this matter, history is an ongoing process. In studyinghistory, it is well to bear in mind the words of the renowned historianFrederick Jackson Turner, who once explained: “Each age writes thehistory of the past anew with reference to the conditions uppermost inits own time.... History ... is ever becoming — never completed.” Historyis a continuing interpretative effort to understand oneself and society.Those processes necessarily mean that it is not easy to write a goodJMC history textbook. Anyone who tries to write a textbook, though,should adhere to them. And teachers should expect no less.
Good textbooks are indispensable to the health of an academic area. Atone time in JMC historiography, textbooks were so dominant that otherbooks played only a small role in shaping the field. Today it is still acommon practice for authors of journal articles and conference re -search papers to cite textbooks, and most students gain most of theirknowledge of JMC history from textbooks. But today the field has morehistorians — and more good ones — than it has ever had at any othertime. They contribute to the contours of the field as much as textbooksdo. In the first essay in this issue of our journal, one can get a sense ofjust how much vitality they are bringing to JMC historiography. Theessay is the second part of Debbie van Tuyll’s historiography of worksabout the southern press during the Antebellum and Civil War eras. Inthe first part, which you can find in Volume 2 #5 of our journal, she
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wrote about historians of the 20th century. In the present essay, sheassesses the work of historians in the last twenty years. As she pointsout, there have never been so many historians at one time writingabout the Antebellum and Civil War press. And it bears adding thatthose historians bring a level of sophistication to their work that bodeswell for the health of our field. One of the historians who has been inter-ested in the Antebellum press is Bernell Tripp. For two dec ades she hasbeen a leading scholar in the study of the Af rican-Amer ican press of the19th century. She contrib utes the second essay in this issue. In it sheprovides personal re flec tions about her work in researching the lives ofAfrican-American women. Prof. Tripp is one the most reflective histori-ans in our field — and even though she writes with a great deal of mod-esty, she brings unsurpassed sophistication to the study of history.Finally, for our Q&As, we have interviews with Kobre Award winnerHazel Dicken-Garcia and book award author Robert Miraldi. As youread them, it will be clear that, even as textbooks play a smaller role, thestudy of JMC history is in good hands.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This historiographical essay is the
second in a two-part series. We published the first part
in the July issue of this journal (Volume 2, Number 5).About twenty years ago, a confluence of events oc -curred that changed the course of Civil War-erajournalism history for the foreseeable future. In Gainesville, Florida, Ph.D. student FordRisley toiled under Les Smith to understand therole of Georgia newspapers during the “late un -pleasantness,” as some unreconstructed Southerners still refer to theCivil War.1 Risley was among the first of a cohort of new scholars totake an interest in Civil War-era journalism, and the others soon wouldfollow.In New York City, David Mindich was writing a dissertation, super-vised by Mitchell Stephens, on the evolution of journalistic objectivityand argued that the Civil War dispatches of Lincoln’s Secretary of WarEdward Stanton were the genesis of the inverted pyramid style of jour-nalistic writing.2A few years later, in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, under the direction ofGene Wiggins, doctoral student Nancy McKenzie Dupont pored over
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In the New Millennium: Historiography 
and the Press of the Old South, Part II 

By Debra van Tuyll ©

Debra Reddin van Tuyll, a professor at Augusta University, is the author or editor of five
books. Her most recent work is The Confederate Press in the Crucible of the American
Civ il War. 
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Mis sis sippi newspapers from the secession crisis that wracked thatstate and its politicians in early 1861.3In Gainesville, Florida, another doctoral student, David Bulla,worked with Bernell Tripp to untangle the seemingly contradictoryexperience of the Copperhead press in “the great emancipator’s” ad -min istration. Greg Borchard, also at Florida and mentored by WilliamMcKeen, looked at the political machinations of Horace Greeley, Thur -low Weed, and William H. Seward, the latter of whom would becomeAb ra ham Lincoln’s secretary of state.4And in Columbia, South Carolina, while debate raged over the Con -federate flag that flew atop the Statehouse dome, just down the streetat the USC journalism school, another graduate student slogged herway through a 504-page structural-functional history of the Con fed -erate press. She was working for Ron Farrar.5More recently, Dianne Bragg and Erika Pribanic-Smith have contin-ued the scholarly interest in the Civil War-era press, completing disser-tations at the University of Alabama. Both looked at the role of newspa-pers in bringing about the Civil War, though Pribanic-Smith went all theway back to the Nullification Crisis and South Carolina’s newspapers,while Bragg looked at how newspapers across the country covered themost impactful sectional issues to arise throughout the Antebellumperiod.6And, across the years from the late 1990s to today, these scholars,and others, have all met up annually at the most famous crossroads inthe South — metaphorical as well as literal: Chattanooga, Tennessee.They met there to attend the annual Symposium on the 19th CenturyPress, Civil War, and Free Expression, a conference that began just asthe first of the cohort were entering graduate school. The conferencewas the brainchild of David B. Sachsman, West Chair of Excellence atthe University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, who had been tasked withstimulating research productivity among the school’s journalism facul-
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ty. Having been the military crossroads of the western theater, and stillthe crossroads where important Southern travel routes transect, Chat -tanooga was a likely spot for such a conference — or, at least a logicalone, given the city’s Civil War-era military and journalism history. Afterall, the feistiest paper published outside of Charleston, The Rebel, hadbeen founded and published in Chattanooga before invading Unionarmies forced it to flee to Atlanta.7In all likelihood, there had never before, and probably never will beagain, such a perfect scholarly storm: so many graduate students work-ing independently yet on linked topics; a university and an endowedchair willing to offer the intellectual and financial resources necessaryto build scholarship in a field; and support in terms of presentation andpublication opportunities from professional organizations such as theAmerican Journalism Historians Association for a topic that, given theevents of the times, was something of a hot potato. Because of the flagdebate in South Carolina, studies of anything Confederate were like ly tobring raised eyebrows and occasional scathing reviews. Mentors beyond dissertation directors were also an importantcomponent of this perfect storm. David Copeland, then a young, up-and-coming faculty member at Emory and Henry (later an endowedchair at Elon), was an early AJHA leader in stimulating publishing inthis area. Copeland in the late 1990s headed the AJHA “non-20th centu-ry” historians committee — so called because only a handful of mem-bers worked outside the 20th century and so banded together into asingle interest small group. At the time, he was working on a series ofprimary document collections for Greenwood Press, and that seriesspawned a collection of Civil War newspaper articles by Risley as wellas an im pres sive series of eight volumes of American war reporting,one of which was devoted to the Civil War.8This is not to claim that Civil War journalism history scholarshipbegan in the 1990s. Certainly scholarship existed in the field prior to
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the late 1990s, and new scholars will find their way to it in the future.Some, such as Mary Cronin of New Mexico State University, wereamong what might be referred to as the second wave of journalism his-torians to choose to till in the field of Civil War journalism history.And just as certainly, Risley, Borchard, Bulla, Dupont, and I werenot the only journalism history graduate students to till that field in thelate 1990s. The scholars I’ve singled out are included primarily becausethey have been the shapers of the field in the last 20 years, and theyhave taken the history of the Civil War-era press in directions it had notgone previously.In this article, I will review the book-length works of these mostrecent scholars of Civil War-era journalism. The reason I am only look-ing at books is that scholarship in the field exploded from the late1990s forward. Journal articles appeared by the dozens, but, for thefirst time, so did books. To try to cover both would be unwieldy. Con se -quently, this article will primarily consider books — with the mentionof an oc casional important journal article — done from the late 1990sforward. First, though, it is necessary to acknowledge that the contemporaryscholarship is grounded in the work of earlier scholars who dug intothe topic in the days before online databases made access to newspa-pers and archival sources available at the push of a button. These schol-ars included J. Cutler Andrews, author of the 1955 classic, The North
Reports the Civil War, which he followed up in 1970 with The South
Reports the Civil War. These two books so clearly lay out the importantevents, in novations, and people that no new project can — or should —begin with out first reading through them.9 For those scholars who haveworked in the area of causes of the Civil War, Donald Reynolds’ Editors
Make War: Southern Newspapers in the Secession Crisis would be theequivalent starting point, just as for historians of journalistic practiceEm met Crozier’s Yankee Reporters, 1861-1865 would be invaluable.10
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Contemporary research on the Civil War press falls into the samecategories as the earlier scholarship — reporting and journalistic prac-tices; effects of the press on the war and vice versa; journalist andnewspaper biographies; censorship and First Amendment issues —with some new additions. For example, over the last 20 years, publica-tions of primary sources have appeared in great numbers. Also, thevariety of approaches to interpreting Civil War journalism history hasalso expanded. A good example would be my own history of the Con -federate press, which is written from a structural-functional perspec-tive and thus focuses on where the press fit into the social, economic,and political life of the Confederacy. The growth in collections of pri-mary documents may have been spurred not only because of their val -ue to historians but also because of their appeal to history aficionados,particularly with the recent celebration of the war’s sesquicentennial.
Reporting and Journalistic Practices

The best-known works in this area have been more the product of pop-ular history than scholarly work, and many suffer from lack of academ-ic rigor as a result. Probably the most popularly known books in thiscategory are James M. Perry’s A Bohemian Brigade and Brayton Har ris’s
Blue and Gray in Black and White. Perry, a former journalist, and Harris,a former Navy officer-turned-freelance-writer, have each producedcreditable popular works, but works that are not nuanced. Both worksclaim to deal with how the press covered the Civil War, but each focus-es almost solely on Union war correspondents and newspapers. Thefew paragraphs the works devote to the Confederate press are neitherinsightful nor entirely accurate. Despite their flaws, these works dooffer useful information and facts about many of the important Unionjournalists and the hardships they had to deal with to get their storiesand get them into print.11
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In that same popular genre, Harry Maihafer’s The General and the
Journalists traces the relationships among General Ulysses Grant, Hor -ace Greeley of the New York Tribune, and Charles Dana, Greeley’s news-paper assistant and Lincoln’s assistant secretary of war. Maihafer, aWest Point graduate and retired Army colonel, has written a well-re -searched, thematic work that delves into the long-term relationshipsthat connected these three giants before, during, and after the CivilWar. The work is particularly helpful for understanding how politicsand the press, as well as generalship, influenced the conduct of the waron the Union side.12More scholarly works include those by David Bulla and Ford Ris ley,both of whom have contributed survey histories of Civil War journal-ism, both of which do a better job of giving a more balanced vision ofthe press, its people, and its work during the Civil War. Risley’s book,
Civil War Journalism, published nearly 20 years after he completed hisdissertation, is the work of a mature scholar who has had time to amassa complex understanding of his subject matter based on years of study.For this work, Risley examined magazines, the illustrated press, andnewspapers to create a compelling integrated history of American jour-nalism during the war and one of the better and more complete sur veyhistories. Bulla works from more of an effects perspective — ef fects ofthe press on the war and vice versa, but it still serves as an ex cellentintroduction to the topic of Civil War journalism history.13
Effects of the War on the Press and Vice Versa

The first book to come out of the 19th century symposium was, in largemeasure, the first modern book to deal with the effects of the war onthe press and vice versa. It included some of the earliest work by then-graduate students who have gone on to become the most importantscholars of the Civil War-era press. David Mindich published a pared-
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down version of his Journalism Monograph dealing with Stanton andthe inverted pyramid style of journalistic writing. Nancy McKenzie Du -pont published one of her first articles about Mississippi’s pro-seces-sion newspapers and editors in the book. Ford Risley looked specifical-ly at how the war influenced the Albany (Ga.) Patriot’s efforts to remainin publication and to keep up its spirits and those of its readers, while Iexamined how two Georgia editors covered Sherman’s infamous Marchto the Sea. 14The book began with an examination of the question posed at thefirst Chattanooga conference in 1993: Did the press set the agenda forthe war or did the public set the agenda for the press? Kit Rushing ad -dressed the question head-on in a quantitative study. He concluded thatin East Tennessee, at least, the press followed rather than led publicopinion.15 The other two sections looked at the influence of thewartime press on different sectors of society, including women andJews, and different social practices, including press freedom and therise of pictorial journalism. The third section focused on the press in theaftermath of the war. For a first book that served as the vanguard of thisnew wave of interest in the Civil War press, the book was a decent ef -fort that covered much relevant scholarly ground and foreshadowedeven more important work to come as these scholars and their scholar-ship matured.16One of the more recent books from the 19th century symposiumalso offers a synthesized view of the wartime press in an anthology thatexamines the role of the press in secession, journalistic practices (in -cluding photography), and how the Union and the Confederate govern-ments dealt with free expression issues. This book is more limited inthe topics it covers. Still, there is a sort of power in anthologies be causeof the multitude of perspectives represented. The varying viewpointsand topics covered blend together to offer valuable insights into pressroles.17
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Much of my own work falls into this category in that my researchobjective has been to apply James Carey’s and Benedict Anderson’s the-ories regarding the relationship of the press to society. I’ve been inter-ested in exploring the role of the Southern press in the creation and fail-ure of Confederate nationalism as well as exploring how an Americanpress coped with being on the front lines of a domestic war. The North -ern press, with the exception of the newspaper in Gettysburg, has neverexperienced a hostile invasion or its home territory becoming a battle-ground. In my own book, The Confederate Press in the Crucible of the
Amer ican Civil War, my objective was to examine the political, econom-ic, and social roles of the Southern press while also considering how thepress was viewed and regulated by its society. I also wanted to refutethe arguments made by so many historians that Southern journalistsnever criticized slavery because of planter hegemony, which, as mybook clearly demonstrates, is a bunch of bunk. Confederate journalistsdid not criticize slavery because they were slave owners, aspired to beslave owners, or were from slave owning families in larger numbersthan the general population.18
Journalistic Biographies

Biographers have not been as prolific in the last 20 years as in earliertimes, but still several important and entertaining ones should be men-tioned. For example, Carman Cumming’s Civil War biography of CharlesA. Dunham presents the vastly entertaining story of a New York lawyerwho worked as both a spy and a journalist who faked stories, identities,and witnesses for post-war trials and hearings. If nothing else, this is agreat read that rekindles the swash-buckling journalist myth.19My own contribution in this area was to build a demographic data-base of every Confederate editor and newspaper editor I could identifyas part of my doctoral dissertation. I did similar work on correspon-
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dents, but it offers few insights because only a handful of Confederatecorrespondents had ever been identified — mostly by J. Cutler Andrewsfor his book The South Reports the Civil War. With so few actual namesavailable, too little information is available to offer the same sorts ofinsights about correspondents that were found regarding owners andeditors. That project showed that journalism was a young man’s profes-sion, and rarely was it his only profession. Many Confederate editorswere professionals — lawyers and physicians — with bachelors’ de -grees, and many of those also had advanced degrees or the equivalent.Further, a higher proportion of Confederate newsmen owned slavesthan the general population, which explains rather succinctly whythere are so few criticisms of the peculiar institution in Southern news-papers. One does not criticize a social institution to which one belongsor aspires to belong.20To address the dearth of information about correspondents, Pa -tricia McNeely of the University of South Carolina, USC retiree HenrySchulte, and I embarked on a massive undertaking — a book that woulddelve into the lives of those correspondents we could identify as wellsome we could not. We put together a team of the best historians avail-able and spent the next several years creating a massive tome called
Knights of the Quill. The name was taken from a story written by a Vir -ginia correspondent, James B. Sener, who referred to himself and hisfellow correspondents as knights of the quill.21This work was exhaustively researched. The contributors left fewstones unturned — and if they did, McNeely, Schulte, or I followed be -hind them and looked underneath them. The end result was a book thatoffered chapter-length biographies of 29 Confederate war correspon-dents. In some cases, the only materials available were the stories thesejournalists had written, but even then, they were remarkably revealingabout the character and motivations of the individual journalists. 
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Censorship and First Amendment Issues

Freedom of expression and censorship issues are always hot topics forjournalists, academic or practicing. Freedom of the press, after all, iswhat makes their work possible. This is perhaps one reason so manyjournalism historians have focused their attention on the regulation ofspeech and press. As Fred Siebert theorized, there is a much greaterlikelihood of suppression of speech during times of government insta-bility, which almost guarantees infringements will occur during timesof war. The most recent book to deal with this issue is a more general sur-vey history of press freedom, Mary Lamonica’s An Indispensible Liberty.Three of the book’s chapters deal with freedom of expression duringthe Civil War. David Bulla, the leading expert on freedom of expressionin the North, wrote the chapter that focuses on the suppression of theCopperhead press. My chapter on the Confederate press proposes thatthe South’s heavy emphasis on freedom of expression grew out of Sou -therners’ daily exposure to slavery. The third chapter, co-authored byNancy McKenzie Dupont, Joseph R. Hayden, and me, details the experi-ences of Southern journalists who pub lished in Union-occupied areas ofthe Confederacy. Often, these journalists were Unionists, which madesurviving easier. Some, though, refused to give up their Southern sym-pathies and suffered unspeakable fates — such as being used as a hu -man shield on trains carrying Union troops to the Virginia front. Thischapter is based on work we did for our jointly authored book, Journal -
ism in the Fallen Confederacy.22Book-length treatments of free press issues tend to focus either ongenerals and their uneasy relations with journalists or on how hatedideas played out in the press. Bulla is probably the best-known author-ity on freedom of the press in the North. His book Lincoln’s Censor: Milo
Hascall and Freedom of the Press in Civil War Indiana, examines Union
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suppression of Democratic newspapers in Indiana. According to Bulla,Hascall’s General Order No. 9, in combination with General Order No.38 from Hascall’s commanding general, Ambrose Burnside, treated anyspeech critical of the government or the war as tantamount to treason.Other works in this vein include John F. Marszalek’s Sherman’s Other

War: The General and the Civil War Press, which detailed Sherman’sexceedingly poor relations with journalists and his reasons for exclud-ing them from the March to the Sea.23Hazel Dicken-Garcia and her then-graduate student Giovanna Dell’Orto took a novel approach and examined how journalists treated“hated ideas.” They found that the Civil War was influential in teachingjournalists their responsibilities for presenting “hated ideas” to thepub lic and enduring the consequences. Another volume, one of the an -thologies to come out of the 19th century symposium, includes a sec-tion that deals with free press issues in both the North and the South.24Sachsman’s A Press Divided also includes a lengthy section thatdeals with freedom of expression issues during the war. Bulla and Iwrote our requisite North-South pieces for the work, but the book alsoin cludes chapters that provide in-depth examinations of how soldiercor respondence regarding the 1863 gubernatorial election in Con necti -cut helped stir up political unrest and violence in an acrimonious cam-paign that pitted incumbent William Buckingham, a Republican, againstThomas Seymour, a peace Democrat. Soldiers were not permitted tovote, but they made their opinions known by writing letters to thestate’s newspapers. One of the most interesting essays in the book isBy ron Andreasen’s piece that examined the unpleasant consequencesof comingling religion and politics during the war.25
Collections of Primary Sources

Multitudes of primary source collections have been published in the
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last 20 years, and they have included not just American newspapersand journalists but foreign correspondents and publications as well. Inaddition to the efforts David Copeland has led, Ilana Miller’s collectionof William Howard Russell’s work for the Times of London gives valu-able insight into how the father of war correspondence framed issuesin America for his audience back home in Great Britain. Charles Adamspresents a similar work, though it includes views from a multitude ofBritish and European journals that were looking at the Civil War fromacross the Atlantic. Articles included come from well-known Europeanpublications such as The Economist, La Presse, and La Iberia.26One of the most important works within this genre is Donald Yaco -vone’s collection of articles from George E. Stephens, one of the fewblack cor respondents to cover the Civil War. Stephens, like so manycorrespondents in the conflict, was actually a soldier, a member of thefamed 54th Massachusetts. He survived the assault on Battery Wagnerin Char  leston, and wrote throughout the war for the Anglo-African inNew York. Yacovone has arranged this book thematically rather thanchrono logically, so it is quite easy to delve into Stephens’ thinking on is -sues such as emancipation, military life, and the place of blacks in post-war society.27Most of the collections of newspaper articles focus on the Northernpress, but William B. Styple has put together a collection of Savannah
Republican correspondent Peter W. Alexander’s letters written for theseveral newspapers for which he corresponded. This is an invaluablecollection — Alexander was one of only a handful of professional corre-spondents from the South, and he was easily one of the top two. The
Charleston Courier referred to him as “the prince of correspondents,”and he was, indeed, a gifted writer and an insightful journalist. Theproblem with this work is that Styple gives only the date Alexanderwrote his letters but not the name of the publication that ran them orthe date when they were published.28
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Collections from single newspapers, or across several newspapers,are also common. In 2005, two collections were published, one that fo -cused on how the New York Times reported the war and one that includ-ed articles from dozens of newspapers. The latter was similar to theCivil War volume in the Copeland series mentioned earlier, the majordifference being the lavish use of illustrations in the 2005 volume col-lected by Andrew S. Coopersmith. Noted Civil War historian James Mc -Pherson put together the New York Times collection. The major differ-ence in the two works is that Coopersmith makes a stronger attempt tointerpret what the articles meant than McPherson, whose work isintended to illustrate coverage rather than analyze it.29
Lincoln and the Press

With the approach of the Civil War sesquicentennial as well as Lincoln’s200th birthday, scholars have created a veritable cottage industry ofpublishing about Abraham Lincoln and the press. David Bulla and Greg -ory Borchard have been among the most prolific contemporary writersto take up the Lincoln story. Their most recent offering is Borchard’sand Bulla’s Lincoln Mediated: The President and the Press Through Nine -
teenth Century Media. In this work, they present Lincoln as a master atpress relations who avidly read and used newspapers to accomplish hisaims. Harold Holzer, who served as chair of the Lincoln BicentennialFoundation, reached many of the same conclusions in his study of Lin -coln and his press relations. Maihafer’s work on Grant, Greeley, andDana could also fit into this category, for Lincoln’s role in working withthese men certainly speaks to the president’s relationship with thepress.30Borchard has also contributed his own work that focuses on therelationship between Lincoln and Greeley. Borchard’s work is moreakin to intellectual history, for its focus is on how the two men thought,
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and how what each thought influenced the other. This is a unique ap -proach and one that is invaluable, for it brings intellectual history outof the macro and into the micro. David Herbert Donald and HaroldHolzer have also contributed a work that blends collected newspaperarticles from the New York Times with their own commentary to tell thepresident’s story from a contemporary perspective.31Gary L. Bunker took a different approach and moved away fromwhat the press wrote about Lincoln to examine how the illustratedpress depicted the president in visuals. Bunker is a bit taken with hissub ject, and so he is far more critical of those who were critical ofLincoln that might be warranted. Still, the collection of prints he hasamassed is valuable in and of itself, for it clearly shows in how pressopinion of Lincoln shifted across time.32
Conclusion

The past 20 years have seen an explosion of scholarship dealing withthe Civil War-era press. How much of that was spawned by the ap -proaching sesquicentennial or simply by graduate students looking forunder-studied areas or new fields to plow is not entirely clear. I cannotspeak for other scholars, but in my case, my interest in Civil War jour-nalism history was entirely unanticipated and spurred by discrepan-cies between what I read about the Confederate press in secondarysources and what I discovered in the newspapers themselves. Being ajournalist at heart, discrepancies demand resolution; it was not some-thing I could just let go.The number of younger scholars today who are toiling in the fieldof Civil War journalism history does not seem to be as large as 20 yearsago. So whether interest will be sustained is uncertain. New questionspress themselves on historians, and those discrepancies must beexplored as well. I can easily see young scholars begin drawn to new
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fields developing in the history of “new” media now that it is no longernew, or histories of the demise of the daily printed newspaper. The lat-ter topic would provide an important cautionary tale for future journal-ists that could be useful in rebuilding what used to be. However, the story of the Civil War press could be useful here aswell, particularly the Confederate press. By the end of the Civil War, theSouthern press had been decimated. When the war began, somewherearound 1,000 newspapers were being published in the South. About200 survived. Yet, those 200 pulled themselves together and carried onas best they could. They rebuilt their industry, and they contributed tothe rebuilding of their region. Perhaps the next generation of historiansshould move on to the Reconstruction and study that rebuildingprocess. Such a project has the potential to be vastly important to theprofession in coming years.
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“Do you have any idea who this woman is?” I staredblankly at the words on the letter, as well as at theaccompanying image in my hand. I was a lowly doc-toral student halfway into the data-collecting stageof my dissertation. What did I know? I wasn’t a“real” historian! So, I did what any self-respectinggraduate student would do in that situation — Ipanicked! The woman’s delicate features lookedvaguely familiar, but I didn’t have a clue to her iden-tity.Maybe the letter-writer had provided me with some hints? Re -reading the letter more thoroughly, I discovered more pieces to thepuz zle. The man asking the question was a librarian and curator in On -tario, Canada, and he had recently purchased a farm that had belongedto Amelia Shadd Williamson, sister of Provincial Freeman publisherMary Ann Shadd, as well as the paper’s associate editor. The image waspart of the collection at his work, and he was curious to know if it mightbe Amelia or some other female member of the Shadd family. Relieved,I realized that this was not a pop quiz on my knowledge of the Shaddfamily, but merely an invitation to join in the mutual quest for answers
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to the many mysteries still remaining in the study of African-Americanhistory.While momentarily disconcerting, this experience inspired the firstof several epiphanies about researching 19th-century African-Amer -ican women journalists. First, despite being a highly visible presence inAmerican society, African-American women had been virtually invisi-ble to early chroniclers of U.S. history. Second, while the stories of re -nowned women activists, such as Mary Ann Shadd, are often well-doc-umented, the journalistic accomplishments of lesser-known womenremain unrecorded. (At the exact moment of this epiphany, my subcon-scious mind dredged up the prompting voice of my esteemed disserta-tion advisor: “What does the research topic add to the current pool ofhistorical knowledge?” The prompts from both occurrences made mefeel more confident in my defense of the historical value in the myster-ies of this under-researched subject.)My next two revelations came in the form of additional affirma-tions of my choice of topic. The third epiphany resulted from furtherconsideration of the content and operating standards of the existingmedia outlets during the Antebellum period. At previous conferences,many historians had already questioned the validity of research on the19th-century black press because its content did not mimic that ofmainstream newspapers. Countless times during the Q-and-A sessionsof my paper presentations as a master’s student, I was put on the spotto explain how I could call the eloquent essays, poetry, and fictionalizedprose truly “journalistic writing.” Throughout history, the media haveoften been touted for their ability to provide a voice for the voiceless, Iargued, so, wouldn’t that voice take the form most familiar in the livesof its audience? Antebellum African-American culture was rife withrhythmic, impassioned rhetoric and other outlets of self-expression —from the singsong qualities of religious sermons, to the cadence ofchildhood games, to the pulsing ebb and flow of compelling poetry.
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These items in the pages of black-owned newspapers were reminiscentof similar writing styles in abolitionist papers of the same period. So, apoem detailing the anguish of a slave mother separated from her childwas no less worthy of a researcher’s time than a speech by abolitionistWilliam Lloyd Garrison or on-site coverage of an antislavery rally or apolitical campaign speech. Whether African-American correspondent,abolitionist editor, or mainstream reporter, each journalist spoke to hisor her readers in words and intonations that would have the mostmeaning. Were words of personal pain, self-reflection, discrimination,and hope any less newsworthy than James Gordon Bennett’s floriddetails of the crime scene and trial drama of Helen Jewett’s murder?“Not to the readers of those stories,” I thought, as I answered my ownquestion, so who was I (or any media history researcher, for that mat-ter) to discount the words or the validity of any underrepresentedgroup intelligent enough to produce an outlet for expression.This awareness of purpose led me to my final revelation. Howwould I bring these stories into the light and these historical charactersto life? As I had learned during my previous research ventures for mymaster’s thesis, early literature on the history of the black press wasoften incomplete, inaccurate, and contradictory. These discrepancies,along with the uncertainties surrounding access to copies of blacknewspapers, have made a thorough examination of the 19th-centuryblack press difficult. Historically, the journalistic offerings of AfricanAmericans had been neglected or underrepresented in archival collec-tions, or at least until the appearance of historian Armistead Pride’s1950 dissertation, “A Register and History of Negro Newspapers in theUnited States: 1927-50.” Pride, an African-American journalist whosecareer included work with the Boston Guardian, St. Louis Argus, Louis -
ville Defender, Lamar (Colo.) Daily News, and the Associated Press,opened historians’ eyes to the necessity of the press in reconstructingthe lives and moral fiber of past African-American media entities.1
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However, Pride’s work did little toward broadening historians’understandings of the contributions of the African-American woman.Moreover, early African-American women journalists were unique inthat they occupied an intersection point of two marginalized groups,women and African Americans. Despite this ability to provide a peculiarperspective on American society in areas ranging from politics to aca-demics, experiences of women, at times, continued to remain hidden.For years, women in America had been burdened by a cultural traditionof inferiority and the societal stigma of second-class citizenship. Thesense of bondage was twofold for black women in 19th-centuryAmerica, inferior status based on race as well as on gender. The classposition of the women, historian Bettina Aptheker wrote, provided afoundation for a life terrorized by racism and male su premacy.2Thus, by using the words of the black male to express the history,the struggles, and the feelings of the black community, historians havegiven the impression that black women did not move out of the shad-ows and into the societal limelight until the turn of the 20th century.Because of this, many black women were never discovered, and theyre main in the shadows of anonymity or obscured by the history andaccomplishments of their husbands and fathers. Journalist FannieBarrier Williams wrote:
The Negro Woman in the United States has had a difficult taskin her efforts to earn for herself a chair in the social life of this coun-try. By a sort of national common consent, she has had no place inthe Republic of free and independent womanhood of America.Slavery left her in social darkness, and freedom has been slow inleading her into the daylight of the virtues, the refinements and theblessed influences that center in and radiate from the life of Amer -ican free women. With individual exceptions, the colored woman,as the mother of a distinctive race in America, has been unknown.
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She has exacted neither pity nor hope. The domestic routine of herhousehold or cabin duties seemed to be her fixed status. She hasbeen looked upon as a being without romance, incapable of exact-ing any of the sweet sentiments of femininity, any of the poetry ofheart, or any of those delightful votaries that have glorified withsong and chivalry the relationships of men and women.3
However, some black women managed to transcribe their ideasand philosophies into words and eventually into print, and many ofthem completed this task well before the start of the Civil War. Theywere literate, articulate, and valued members of the community, andthey spoke as blacks, as women, and as individuals. Therefore, who bet-ter than media historians are more capable at offering insight into thelives of overlooked and forgotten journalists?However, that dual position of societal restrictions based on race,as well as gender, continues to pose difficulties for the researcher.Success in researching African-American ancestry in the years prior tothe Civil War depends largely on the person’s free or slave status, espe-cially when researching personal details. For women, there is also thechallenge of tracking a professional career. Most pre-Civil War blackwomen journalists did not serve as editors, nor did many of the blackwomen who wrote for journals and newspapers in the 19th centuryconsider themselves journalists. By 1890, only five black females listedtheir occupations as journalists, while 7,864 considered teaching to betheir primary profession.4 The early black women journalists wereteachers who chose to use their hard-earned education in a variety ofways for the good of the race as a whole, but as journalists, most werevirtually obscure, even in their own communities. The instability of theblack press during this period also forced black women to seek othervehicles for expression, such as abolitionist newspapers and churchbul letins, of which only the largest were usually preserved. Therefore,
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the task of discovering the writings of black women journalists is morelaborious than attempting to uncover the works of mainstream journal-ists. Their lives must be documented through records in such areas aseducation, literature, and oratory.In the past, the long-standing tradition of American media histori-ans had been to make no mention of black women journalists or toinclude only Ida Wells-Barnett, editor of the Memphis Free Speech inthe late 1800s.5 Consequently, until the last couple of decades, little in -formation existed that was directly connected with the study of Af -rican-American women’s journalistic accomplishments. Despite thisshortcoming, the complexity of the topic lends itself to scrutiny of sev-eral components, in addition to access to their original works. Liter a -ture and research strategies that serve to help understand the subjectof black women journalists can be divided into three categories: biog-raphical information, the struggle for professionalization, and the so -cialization process.Biographical information provides a starting point in understand-ing the various backgrounds these women brought to the field of jour-nalism. Although in most cases the biographies were intended toinspire future generations rather than to serve as historical studies, thebrief biographies offer insight into the lifestyles of the individuals, pro-viding clues to the development of their personal philosophies. Manyprovide at least basic background data on the women, such as birth-place, parents, education history, professional career, and marriages.Likewise, the development of professionalism among these womenin their chosen careers sheds light on how seriously they viewed theirresponsibilities of giving voice to the concerns of many who were ren-dered silent by a variety of circumstances. Many historians were moreinterested in the struggles in which women engaged in order to succeedas journalists, rather than in the women themselves. However, theyanalyzed the environmental factors that not only compelled women
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into the nontraditional role of journalist, but also those factors that dic-tated how the women journalists conducted their careers and whatmethods they used. In an effort to determine how their personal livesaffected their professional careers, several past historians providebackground information from and about parents, siblings, teachers,husbands, friends, and mentors.Of special significance to the study of early black female journalistsis the process by which black women carved a niche for themselves in19th-century American society and attempted to earn the respect oftheir own race, as well as the white community. Within the process liesan understanding of what motivated women to defy public resistanceand to speak out against injustices to their race, their sex, and theircountry. Explanations of the relationship between women and 19th-century society, especially black women’s civic activism, illustratemany of the struggles the women faced in order to achieve acceptance.Consequently, black women who opposed societal restrictions viewedthemselves not as heroes but as victims who had decided to put an endto the cycle of victimization for their race and their gender. They riskedopposition from representatives of both races and genders, and theirvoices were not always welcomed into the public arena. Declaring theirthoughts and opinions in public violated “all manner of Victorian pro-cedure for women to assume a public stance on any issue, much lessspeak, petition, or organize in defense of it.”6With their words and actions, early African-American womenstrove to create a society that reflected truly free status, that prohibit-ed violence against blacks, that encouraged equality among the races,and that accepted blacks into the dominant culture. Because of theircourage and eagerness to advance their race, these women set the stagefor black women journalists who would seek acceptance well after theCivil War. Mary Ann Shadd even pointed out that because of her strug-gles, black women would have more opportunities as writers and as
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editors.7 Through pen and voice, these black women journalists strug-gled to create a place for themselves, to shape the lives of their familiesand communities, and to establish a better lifestyle for future genera-tions.Simultaneously impressed and humbled by their actions, I haveworked diligently to unearth these women’s voices, buried by racialand gender discriminations, as well as time. Digitalization of newspa-pers and manuscripts, searchable databases, and expanding genealogi-cal resources have allowed me, as well as a growing number of othermedia historians and cultural anthropologists, to reconstruct the livesand works of many women previously relegated to anonymity. Forexample, after years of searching, I recently discovered the first nameof a woman whose entire journalistic portfolio was completed usingher married courtesy title and her husband’s name as her byline. (I hadeliminated her from the list of women in my dissertation because I hadno way of tracing her background.) Yet, still others remain undiscov-ered and unheralded.Did I ever discover the name of the woman in the image from thelibrarian? Unfortunately, no. Deciphering early visual depictions of Af -rican-American women requires an entirely different set of researchskills that I have yet to master. Nevertheless, after finally discoveringtheir voices, I am hopeful that I, and others like me, will then be able toattach a “face” to each distinctive “voice.” If these women were willingto brave public ridicule, degradation, and hostile, often violent, opposi-tion to express themselves freely for the good of their families, forthemselves, and for their race, they have earned the right to a little ofmy research time to add their names and contributions to the currentpool of historical knowledge.
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Q: Tell us a little about your family background — where you were born

and grew up, your education, and so forth.

Dicken-Garcia: I grew up in southern Kentucky, near the CumberlandRiver, where the family farmed creek-bottom land and brambly hill-sides. The two-mile-plus route to a one-room school led first up a hillon an old trail pounded into the earth by buffaloes and other large ani-mals long ago visiting the salt lick below, according to local lore. Fromthe hilltop, the trail gradually widened along an overgrown, sparselypopulated ridge. I loved the colors, especially as seasons changed, andfruit from wild trees and bushes along the way.There was no road for a bus to my home. So I lived away from homefor four years at Clinton County High School in Albany (named forDeWitt Clinton and the New York capital) and then left for BereaCollege. I graduated as an English major (1961), received the MA de -gree in journalism at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (1969), and
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the Ph.D. degree in mass communication at the University of Wisconsin,Madison (1977).
Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Dicken-Garcia: I worked at various part-time jobs through high schooland Berea College, where a no-tuition policy and student-labor pro-gram made possible the education to become a teacher. I earned a sec-ondary education certificate but deferred a high school job for twoyears to teach in a Gandhian institution in India, where I volunteeredwith the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC).Returning from India, I declined the high school job to work as anAFSC youth-program director responsible for developing, coordinatingand supervising projects to assist specific communities across fourstates. I recruited, screened, and selected diverse groups of young peo-ple nationally to assist communities up to seven weeks (in summers)and weekend urban projects year-round. An annual week-long confer-ence focused on a social issue, such as poverty, race, mental illness. After three years of this work, I began graduate study at the Uni -versity of Michigan, supported by part-time jobs (at the university andat the Ann Arbor News), which I continued beyond the MA degree in1969 until I moved to Madison, Wis., in 1972 for Ph.D. study. 
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Dicken-Garcia: In India, I taught English (1961-63) and then journal-ism and mass communication at the University of Wisconsin, WaukeshaCounty campus (lecturer, 1972-74); University of Wisconsin, Madison(TA, 1974-75); University of Iowa, Iowa City (asst. professor, 1975-76);(lecturer, 1976-77) University of Maryland, College Park, AmericanUni  versity in D.C., and University of Michigan (1977-78); University of
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Massachusetts-Amherst (asst. professor, 1978-79).I taught introduction to mass communication, mass media, newsediting, news writing, journalism history and mass media law beforemoving in 1979 to the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis). There, Itaught the survey history course and history of the press in 1) Jack -sonian America, 2) the Progressive Era and 3) the Civil War, as well asgraduate seminars in methods; models and theories; journalism/ com-munication history literature. I also I taught a pro-seminar emphasizingqualitative and humanistic approaches — one third on media history.Prof. Phil Tichenor (now emeritus) and I co-developed and brieflyteam-taught this course, one of a set (the other emphasized quantita-tive methods) to introduce entering SJMC graduate students to the dis-cipline and its fields. I taught news editing for several years, a mediaethics honors course, and co-taught a year with Prof. Kathleen Hansenthe innovative information-gathering course she and Prof. Jean Ward(now emerita) developed.
Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get

interested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to

be a historian?

Dicken-Garcia: The area where I grew up shaped my interests. Fromearliest memories, I heard local history lore — of the log house in whichI was born, our creek community, the old salt lick and buffalo trail.Finding countless arrow flints and pottery shards throughout the com-munity nurtured awareness of history. Pre-Revolution, Revolution, andCivil War events marked the region. Near my home, where the LongHunters explored, one of Kentucky’s earliest churches (Clear Fork, es -tablished before 1805) continues services adjacent to a replica of theoriginal building. History of Daniel Boone’s Wilderness Trail was com-mon knowledge. 
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My family often visited the nearby site of the Battle of Mill Springs,the North’s first significant Civil War victory, which gave Union troopsentrance to Tennessee. Burnside, a nearby town, marks Gen. AmbroseBurnside’s Civil War campsite. Growing up, I heard stories about Con -federate guerrilla Champ Ferguson, who fought in this (predominantlyUnionist) area. One of my first research papers focused on the historyof Berea College, which John G. Fee founded in 1855 for educatingAfrican Americans and whites together. Formal education ultimately prepared me for my work, but I beganreading history early. Our one-room school had no library. So I readbooks for all eight grades before becoming an eighth grader. The histo-ry books showed the significance of my surroundings, which stayedwith me.Early on, I planned to write young people’s books about this area,so rich in history, beauty, and humble people of inimitable values. Butresearch raised questions that overshadowed those plans and culmi-nated in my dissertation about development of a communication sys-tem in the early migration across the Appalachian Mountains. I neverwrote those books but fervently believe they are still needed becauseknowledge of such a heritage positively affects confidence, characterand outlook while nurturing aspirations.So, my preparation came through childhood experiences in a histo-ry-rich environment, reading about the exceptional heritage of an areaknown at the time for its poverty, and opportunities to study Americanhistory through coursework, especially during Ph.D. studies, and aSmith sonian fellowship to study American history for a year in the Li -brary of Congress and National Archives.
Q: Who or what have been the major influences on your historical outlook

and work?
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Dicken-Garcia: Elementary, high school, and graduate teachers aremost responsible for anything I have achieved. Scholarship most influ-encing my work addresses, reveals and explicates major social, politi-cal, economic problems and how people approached them. How didpeople confront and solve (or fail to solve) societal and other problemsin the past? What problems evolved from group to group (in politicalcycles) or generation to generation? What did successive groups keepfrom previous efforts, and what “new” solutions did they try — withwhat effect?Some problems seem never solved — yet. For example, despite afounding principle that all are created equal, the nation is still workingout the meaning, truth, and reality of equality. What is the history ofthat effort?
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-

torical work?

The first of two broad categories is the recurring human story of howpeople make choices, especially about “right” and “wrong.” Thus, muchof my research broadly involves ideas related to ethics — that is, con-cepts of the moral in society and standards people use to develop andjudge character, moral conviction and behavior. Ethics is always a hu -man story because it involves the core of character. Inequality, at theheart of so many problems — including racism, sexism, class, marginal-ization, victimization, powerlessness, unequal respect for efficacyacross individuals and ethnicity — is a profound ethical issue.The second category includes First Amendment freedoms, espe-cially of speech, press and religion, and how well those are respected,accorded and enjoyed by whom for whom.In short, I’m interested in the evolution of ethical, social and politi-cal issues and how people have approached those at the core of the
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human condition. Are unresolved problems perpetuated by being, atroot, systemic, or by simple human frailties? What hinders resolvingcon tinuing national issues — for example, about religious freedom?
Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and so

forth — that you have done related to history.

Dicken-Garcia: A few conference papers and articles concern technol-ogy issues. More concern women’s and African Americans’ activities,media portrayals and their rights and standing in society. My com-ments here focus on books.People’s struggles for a better life for themselves and descendantsled me to study development of a communication system during theearly Westward Movement. Migrations mean massive loss and disrup-tion. Those who first moved “over the mountain” likely would not seeloved ones again. How did they express the abrupt loss and resultingchasms among friends and family? What do we know about effects onpsyches and rational goals during such migrations? What forms of com-munications were available, and how effective were they in maintain-ing connection and community at vast distances? What communicationforms did migrants create and what propelled those? What roles dideconomics, politics, and social ties and organization play in formationof a communication system? And what did that mean for both the sys-tem’s nature and lives affected by it?Comments about other books appear below.
Q: Of the books you have written, from which ones did you get the most

satisfaction?

Dicken-Garcia: Each book satisfies for different reasons. Requests con-tinue for copies of Communication History, co-authored with the late
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John D. Stevens and long out of print. Stevens’ co-authorship generatesmuch of this interest, of course, but I am gratified that the book express-es some abiding research concerns.My effort to understand what people across time thought and didabout what they saw as “right” and “wrong” journalism led to the bookabout journalism standards in 19th century America, probably themost cited of my work. This gives great satisfaction, of course. TheFrank Luther Mott Award it received would have been satisfyingenough.I felt driven to write To Western Woods, a version of the humanstory about my home region. It focuses on a family unrelated to mine,but nothing I have done put me so deeply in touch with my “roots.”From a culture stained with embedded slavery and violations of NativeAmericans, those who led East-to-West nation-building sacrificed muchto determination and raw courage.Co-authoring with Prof. Giovanna Dell’Orto the book on “hatedideas” during the Civil War nurtured an abiding interest in how peoplewith “hated ideas” fare in a country founded on beliefs in freedom toexpress all ideas. A 1960s paper dealt with court cases on the subject ina different context. 
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,

what would it be?

Dicken-Garcia: A lot. To address only one area here, I would try earli-er to incorporate the diversity of voices in all my work. My teachingmaterials reflected diversity long before my research. When I tried torecover voices of the powerless, I too often felt I was “tacking” some-thing passing faintly for diversity or “multiculturalism” onto whitemale-centered accounts. The book on journalistic standards deals onlywith the traditional press, due in part, at least, to seemingly set conven-
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tional sources at the time. Today, I would search out lesser knownresources and incorporate standards discussed, created and used by“non-traditional” journalists.
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” or what you think are the

most important principles for studying history. 

Dicken-Garcia: While I claim no philosophy of history or formal prin-ciples for studying it, I believe we learn more about the present andourselves from history than perhaps any other subject. We absorb pow-erful lessons that we are able to call up (perhaps subconsciously) forguidance at decision-points and trying times. Studying history, we con-tinuously learn about the human condition and problem solving (whatworked and what did not). We learn from real, struggling human beingswho, despite flaws and human frailties, worked to overcome difficultiesand to persist in doing their best. We learn of great gifts given the worldthrough people’s sheer dedication to life-purpose, how to fulfill it andleave the world a better place. Despite the massive problems the pastalso reveals, the attentive history student can gain endless empoweringinspiration. Interest in history develops in discovering the past through innateor cultivated interests in some phenomenon. This may be an issue,event, problem, movement, trend, viewpoint, behavior or activity, par-ticular person, group, discovery, uprising. Such interests raise ques-tions that impel further study, creating a process of seeking deeper tocomplete the “stories,” thereby expanding understanding of subjectsand (at least something of) the past.Investigating what others have written and concluded about a sub-ject of study is vital. What information have others already told usabout the subject? The degree to which this process informs the truescholar cannot be over-stated for it enables one to perceive, access, as -
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sess, digest, and dissect intellectual trends and ways of approachingsub jects — and their various contributions to understanding. It spursan intellectual growth, depth and vision achievable only through engag-ing with deeply considered work of great (historian) thinkers.
Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC

history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Dicken-Garcia: I’ve been out of touch too long to fully address this. Ihave read some brilliant work published since I retired and sense thatwork being done is impressive as a whole. The growth, diversity, depth,range, scope, creativity, quality, and volume of productivity for nearlyfour decades exceed that in any given period since recording of thefield’s history began. Historians of journalism and mass communicationconstantly find and explore new sources. Never have so many studiedthe field’s history, devoted so many conferences to it, presented somany papers and produced so many books about it.I sense similar development in current thinking about history andresearch — in ideas and questions pursued, approaches to subjects andvalue of findings. 
Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the

status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-

ry in general. 

Dicken-Garcia: I am unaware of all current efforts. So answering thisis also presumptuous. The first question is harder because of droppedhistory courses and reduced offerings for awhile for reasons not easilyeradicated. Poor understanding by faculty of work in other disciplinesand within programs impedes curriculum improvement, which re -quires colleagues’ support. More interaction with colleagues across the
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hall or on the next floor could help. Brief, occasional chats about proj-ects underway is a good start, and journalism and mass communicationhistorians can initiate those. Assuring ample history courses, especial-ly for graduate students, would build foundations for stronger JMC edu-cation now and later.Regarding question two, ties among historians across all disci-plines are essential to improved status to “the wider field of history ingeneral.” Current interactions can be increased; that is, continue andexpand participation in wider history conferences by presenting pa -pers and informing about one’s own field of history study. Valuable, too,are mini (or larger) history conferences that involve colleagues fromacross campus. One such conference annually (or every second or thirdyear) could strengthen ties on one’s own campus and beyond. Col -laborating on projects across fields, including research grant applica-tions, are productive common goals.
Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Dicken-Garcia: More work is needed to assure that students learnfrom very early (continuously with increasing depth) about thenation’s history, particularly constitutional and democratic principles.Responses of passers-by asked to identify documents like theDeclaration of Independence, Bill of Rights and Constitution over theyears have been alarming. Recent generations, who know less aboutbasic U.S. history, face greater challenges to uphold and sustain the na -tion’s fundamental principles. All historians face this challenge, butthose in journalism and mass communication bear particular responsi-bility for disseminating knowledge about the documents and theirvalue to citizens, meaning to the country — its foundation and princi-ples — and significance in a global society.Other challenges involve assuring that technology use: 1) sustains
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and advances civilization, nurturing civil society through mutual con-sideration, respect, good taste, and cooperation toward beneficialgoals; 2) upholds in positive ways — and does not diminish and limit —principles secured by the U. S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. A viable code of ethics for online activities is overdue. It took morethan two hundred years for U.S. journalists to create ethics codes forconventional media, but we cannot afford to leave the “wild, wild west”of the Internet so long without some effective conduct code.A mode of communication hardly conceivable when I began takinghistory courses constitutes unprecedented challenges for historians.People are likely working on these issues, but how to archive what isneeded to preserve Internet history? How to preserve primary sourcesfor writing histories using email correspondence? For histories ofsocial media, impacts on communication/journalism and virtually allelements of society, including education and learning processes?
Q: Any other comments to add, issues you want to address??? 

Dicken-Garcia: I want to express deep indebtedness to students forwhat I learned from them and end with a statement by Karen CottonMcDaniel, co-editor, The Kentucky African American Encyclopedia: “Anytime you bring to light something that’s hidden and give people creditfor what they’ve done, that’s a powerful thing.”
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Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.

Miraldi: The Pen Is Mightier is an in-depth look atthe work of Russell (1860-1941), a journalist and public figure who hasfaded from public view, even though he was one of the most wellknown and popular of the so-called “muckraking” journalists at theturn of twentieth century. He was the most prolific of the muckrakersand wrote exposé articles for a longer time than any of the other dozenor so muckrakers. His most active period of work was from the turn ofthe twentieth century to the onset of World War I. The book traces hisgrowing up in Iowa, the grandson of a fiery Baptist preacher, the son ofa crusading newspaper editor; to his reporting adventures in New YorkCity, culminating in his becoming editor of metropolitan news forJoseph Pulitzer’s New York World and then publisher for WilliamRandolph Hearst’s third newspaper, the Chicago American. When heleft daily newspapering, Russell turned to magazine and book-lengthinvestigations and exposé, writing significant articles on a variety oftopics that aided the cause of Progressivism. He became a Socialist in1904 and ran for the U.S. Senate. He would have been the SocialistParty’s Presidential nominee in 1916, but he supported U.S. entry into
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World War I and split with the Party. He won the Pulitzer Prize for biog-raphy in 1927.
Q: How did you get the idea for your book?

Miraldi: My PhD dissertation was about the journalism of DavidGraham Phillips, also a famous muckraking journalist and author.Russell was Phillips’ close confidante. I learned about Russell from mywork on Phillips and I always eyed him because no biography had everbeen written about him, despite his fabulous career and accomplish-ments.
Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your

sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, and so

forth?

Miraldi: Russell was close to a perfect research target. His papers weremeticulously stored in the Library of Congress. His wife had collectedmany of his articles, including unbylined newspaper stories from hisearly days, to the voluminous journals he kept during World War I. Itwas a treasure trove of primary source material. But my toughest taskwas to find a way to re-create his six years as editor and publisher ofAmerica’s most famous newspapers of Pulitzer and Hearst. To accom-plish this I had to dig into months and months of microfilm to readthese newspapers and get the feel for the kind of publications thatRussell oversaw. It was painstaking and tedious work that, in the end,produced rich detail and material for a momentous period in his career— and in journalism history. Lastly, the secondary sources —on themuckrakers, on Progressivism and on Socialism — were rich with con-text and background. I was teaching full-time during the period of mywork, so it took me nearly eight years to produce this book.
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Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish you had

been able to examine?

Miraldi: I spoke with only one person who had known and encoun-tered Russell, and that when he was a young man. I always wanted tospeak with peers or colleagues but it was just too late. Also, I was neverable to trace Russell’s family. He had one son, who had a daughter. Butwhen the daughter married, I lost the trail. I never spoke with familymembers, and lived in fear that after publication someone would comeup with a trove of personal letters that would reveal the side of RussellI could never quite find — the personal side of the man.
Q. Based on your research for the book, what would you advise other his-

torians in our field about working with sources?

A: Exhaust your primary sources first. Find letters, diaries, journals,every scrap of writing, and then read everything written about yourtopic. If you are lucky, there will be people alive to interview. But pri-marily look at the primary sources to draw your own conclusions. Toomany people write about newspapers, for example, but never read thenewspapers themselves. In Russell’s case, his newspaper work soreflected his personality and ideology, and they were filled with sur-prises and gems.
Miraldi: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?
A: As is true with any biography, locating the real person is always achallenge. Russell kept journals and wrote letters, but they were rarelyif ever personal. Even when his first wife died in 1901, hardly a lettercould be found on the subject. Either those letters perished or Russellwas a more formal man who wrote diaries for posterity about public
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policy more than about his personal life. My challenge was to getbeyond his work, but I rarely succeeded. Luckily, the work was fascinat-ing and exciting, and it is possible that there was little personal aboutRussell — it was always about the work. But this was a real challengefor me, to personalize Russell beyond his prolific journalism.
Q: Is it possible to get too close to a research subject? How do historians

maintain their neutrality of viewpoint when conducting and interpreting

research?

Miraldi: Choosing a subject who you admire or like is not always anecessity. But in my case I gravitated to Russell — this was my thirdbook — because I did admire his work and because there was such avacuum about his life. Lincoln Steffens, Ida Tarbell, Phillips — therewere multiple biographies on these other muckrakers. But nothing buta PhD dissertation existed on Russell; so, it was time. Still, I kept myselfarms-length, looking for holes in his arguments, flaws in his approach-es, and contradictions in what he wrote and how he conducted his life.I found some flaws — but actually not that many. He was an almost reli-gious and heroic figure, dedicated to Progressive causes till the day hedied. A bigger challenge was trying to figure out why he had so fadedfrom popular view.
Q: What new insights does your book provide?

Miraldi: Russell’s life story provides a variety of insights that back upwhat has often been said about Progressivism and reform: that its cur-rents date back to the Civil War anti-slavery movement; that the GildedAge set in motion many of the ideals that pushed Progressivism; thatthe newspaper moguls who made so much money in journalism alsowere key early Progressive forces; and that the muckrakers often
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worked with reform advocates and currents to bring about majorchanges in the American landscape. Russell’s life fits into all of theseaxioms about American history.
Q: What findings most surprised you?

Miraldi: Russell’s crowning achievement, somewhat overlooked, camein 1908-9 when in three national magazine articles he exposed the factthat the world’s richest church, Trinity Church in New York City, wasalso the city’s biggest slum landlord. At first the church balked anddenied, but then it completely caved to his exposé and made a turn-around in its handling of church properties. It was a huge national suc-cess for Russell — and forces of tenement reform. It has largely beenoverlooked and should rightly rank with Tarbell’s exposé of Rockefellerand Steffens’ revelations of “the shame of the cities.”
Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are considering

doing a book in JMC history?

Miraldi: There is so much out there to explore that it makes me wantvery much to be at the beginning, not the back end, of my career as ajournalism historian. For example, when I completed my most recentbook, Seymour Hersh: Scoop Artist, about the famous contemporaryinvestigative reporter, I wrote about the close relationship betweenHersh and his New York Times editor, A.M. Rosenthal. There are richmaterials on Rosenthal and the Times in his papers at the New YorkPublic Library. It is an archive just waiting for an eager historian to digthrough.
Q: Why is your biography of Charles Edward Russell important?
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Miraldi: Although he worked in a media era very different from to -day’s, Russell’s journalistic experience makes an important point: ajournalist with a passion (and a point of view) can have a lasting andimportant impact on society. Russell combined the marshaling of im -portant fact with a burning passion to make improvements — and heoften succeeded. No matter the platform, that formula still has a chancetoday to bring about important changes in our world. As Russell oncecommented when his critical brand of journalism was attacked, “Thebest way to abolish the muckraker is to abolish the muck.”
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